Introduction.
The concept of asymptotically uniform distribution (or equidistribution) modulo 1 (mod 1) of a sequence is well known in number theory. The celebrated Weyl criterion states a necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence (x )00 of real numbers to n 1 be asymptotically uniformly distributed (mod 1) (see Weyl (1916) ).
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where U is a r.v. with uniform distribution on [0,1 The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we give some properties of Fourier-Stieltjes sequences (F.S.S.'s), and we give Brands' property. In section 3 we state the main result of this paper giving rather weak sufficient conditions for {Z} to n converge to the uniform distribution on [0,1). In addition we give stonger sufficient conditions that are easier to verify, and we discuss some examples.
Properties of F.S.S.'s.
We start by giving some notations and definitions. Let~ (6) and (7) hold, Next, we give some explicit examples to illustrate the scope of these results.
Lemma. 2.

Examples.
1. For the Pareto d.t. F(X)=l-x-{3, for x>l, {3>O, (4) x/{3 holds with h (x) =e ,and hence h (x) ={3logx, h' (x)={3/x. Clearly h(x) satisfies the assumptions of corollary 2, and thus {Z }~U 
